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In recent years, leading by enterprises in yangtze river delta and pearl river 
delta ,logistics industry is getting vigorous in our country. foreign logistics giants 
also come into domestic market, logistics enterprises must try to stand out by 
getting bigger or stronger, either by its personalization. But there is difference 
between each logistics enterprise from scale, developing degree, internal 
management level and etc. Both market competition outside and business 
management inside require financial management guarantee the enterprise capable 
of facing the competition and developing continually. This thesis discusses these 
questions from four aspects: financial risk management theory, financial risk 
analysis in logistics enterprises, general method of financial risk management, 
strategy of financial risk elusion in logistics enterprises. It analyzes thoroughly on 
characteristic, cause and avoidance of financial risk in logistics enterprises. the 
main body of this paper is divided by four parts: First, statement on theory of 
risk ,financial risk and risk management. Second, analysis on general method of 
financial risk management in logistic enterprises and cause of financial risk., 
Third, discussion on general method of financial risk management, Fourth , which 
is the core of this thesis, combined with characteristic of financial risk in logistics 
enterprise, discussion on strategy of financial risk elusion in logistics enterprises. 
According to available theory and general method of financial risk management， 
this thesis is attached with a case analysis of an integrated logistics enterprise by 
using listed procedure and method of financial risk management. This thesis try to 
fulfill complete research and discussion on financial risk management in logistics 
enterprise by theory together with practice. 
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